
LECTURE 8.
⑤ WHitNGY TRiCk We will have (h)=1 it is is an mentable bundle. (For K22.4=4comider proj.to *)

Lenna ↳ is orientable off the interestion points have opposite signs, Eg =-Ep

Recall: We used the Whitney trick in the proof of Whitney's embedding theorem (2). <

i.e. if dealt dfeleTN is orient.pree at precisely one X-p.9.
It is a regular humotopy fact removes a pair of half intersections. proof

We

up
By definition:

There we had a simply connected setting, so let us now discuss it
↑U. ·

g
31 @ TE = Thels, and a new=U Ive&) Ut fe ?W

more generally. Pick an orientation for W. This critets ON to also The and VasW

=K Note thatTule Vuezel is arent.pres, for precisely one of x =p.9p.
Yet fo:MiLN be two embeddings with dimMe+dumMz=dimi and folite. On the other hand. 3 is orientable off induced cristations of El and Blue either agree or disagree at 60th P.8.

We assume points p.9 firts are much that: They agree at p ft <p=H1, and they agree at 3 if ag=-1. D.

there are are vie film it from ptog and an embedded die W:D N

with OW = Vc" and intW disjoint from fiM:),i=1.2. Case 12, n=4.
I In this case it does not myfice that Ez=-p: this only ensures that I is orientable,
Now define a unboundless of warlow of rank ke but it might not extend to W. Namely, TER=HS012) is the relative Ener

no along 5. define 31:= Uo2f number of W. obtained leg restricting a traveling UWINEDIR to OW
-

so along is define in as the name he rebandle of UtcINIthis is ranki In practice, one has to change we to correct the framing (might not always be possible).
that is normal to W (so Elu is the complement ofmete = UteNls]. I.

:W Now are we found a framed Whithey diese (so together with an extension of in to WI
L There, i is tangent to fo We can then perform the Whitney move:

#. and normal tofe ↑
O O

fa
10 extend W slightly

The normal bandle UWIN is trial (as D=*) and we would like to 20 pick a tubular neighbourhood DxD" together with the sus-nohd corresponding to 3 =D*$
extend is to a ifbundle of EWIN over the whole diece W. so the boundary of this eas-mond is a sphere $4N which intersects of in a nod of De
This corresponds to extending the map IDGriH over D 4. We push this strip WexR* awoke the exo-nod to become the union of:
This is possible off C33=1 + teGriR**=R), unless 1721,42 =2 & a nod of BY(EDID**) with the sphere bundle overD"/ED*S**.
whose nontrivial element is given by taking a place to itself with opposite orientation.

i double covers Gri.RAzFor a methat oriented Gramm. GTROSOMSOHx50(i I This is an isotopy of fo that removes of its interestion points with fe
and is simply connected as it SO(i ->T2S018). If jzix S

Viewed together, this is a regular himotopy of the immersion M.nMzN
~enwon

and iS0lj-il ->H50lg) if i =1.5-1>1

whereas iGr.(IRY=TRPETS0K) = I



We now want to use Whitney moves to turn an algebraically cancelling pair
proof of claim. WoWobe"W

of handles, into a geometrically cancelling pair.
weoggo wedepoig wy O

·iii
For this let us first look at algebraic intersection numbers more closely. :

-
a

Whe We Wha

def. For an oriented smooth -manifold N and for:Mi-N for c=12 We have9g = Wt (Wt.phe) (Wtpole). Wi=WWUW"Cripwith
D

transverse made with dimMa+dimMz= dimN and Mi simply connected,
m

we define the equivanant interestion number - WhitneyTrial Lemma
E(f.4fc==<spgpc[CTNT If dimNc,5 and A:BN, B: S"2N have IIAB = + 1.

for <p25+1-13 and 9pH.N defined as follows:
Pef life then there is an inotomy of A euch that A'xB=Ept3.

- Ep:=t iff orientation of ThalaTfel agrees with that of TNlp
- gp:-(9 · Wtp:Wig Wil I croof. Pick whisher Waand Na, giving the lifts #.B in N.

I
where: Then

#LANB) =2 38p=+1
- We is a path from the basepointof PEANB

"OiDwi" to a basepoint of fi

-

implies that we can find pairs p.9- AABs much that Eggg =-Epgp
- Wex is a path in fi from the farepoint of fi - 7 Whitney circle God," through and 5, which is mulhumotopic inN.

to be fed fo Since ni 10-3 i=1.2 => 1 /N. (ArB)= HeN => WU" zx in N-AuB.

= VU bounds an immersed died in N_AuB.

NOTE. M; are simply connected =>Ip does not depend on choices of Whix Since n = 5 =five bounds an embedded diemW:D"<N with intWdAvB = 0
but it does depend on choices of Wai Since Ez--Ep and R2 4 =W can be framed.

Let a write Y:=fivWe. This is a based map, so can above viewed as
a lift of for to a map IMi-N =>We can perform the Whitney more to remove p.g. Continue with other

pairs, until precisely the intersection with Epgp=+1 left. D.

Lemma Eflf) is an invariant of based maps I under Whitney moves ⑧

proof. We cheer that Ilf.+f) remaine unchanged after a Whitney more.
Lemma. E Hextal= Ean[lfngtlg.

to perform the Whitney more we need points pg and paths we.refrumptog proof with gp-g, [p=E ↳ x =1.dg72 with 9x21.xx=3.
each that80 is mulhomotopic in N. and Eg=-Ep.

Wtz

Claim. Wire is mulhomotonic in N ift 9g=gp.
peago? To a

⑧


